What is a RICC?

RICC stands for “Regional Interagency Consumer Committee.” A RICC is a local, grassroots, group of people with developmental disabilities, their friends and family members. Membership is also extended to local advocates, community leaders and service providers. There are more than 50 RICCs statewide and the number is growing.

Historically, RICCs have had three main functions: (1) to provide a forum for addressing local issues; (2) advocating for needed changes in the community, and (3) to inform the DD Council about local conditions for persons with developmental disabilities.

AN EFFECTIVE MEANS

Over the past 30 years, RICCs in Michigan have proven to be a very effective means of changing local systems and the way communities interact with people with disabilities. Many are strong centers for self-determination.

Through local programs, networking, political action and hands-on advocacy, RICCs work to see people taking control of their own lives by making their own choices.

A RICC’s activities and influence are usually concentrated in a county or multi-county region of the state. Each RICC helps people with disabilities to become leaders in advocacy in the local communities it serves.

What makes a RICC so effective at the grassroots level? RICCs partner with allies, such as centers for independent living, Arc chapters, and other resources to make changes in their community. A
RICC can be its community’s most effective champion for change. A RICC can also help its members learn critical information, build confidence and develop leadership skills.

COUNCIL FUNDS AND SUPPORTS

RICCs are funded and supported by the Michigan Developmental Disabilities Council. Council grants provide operating funds. The community service specialist who supports and guides the RICC activities around the state is a member of the DD Council staff.

RICCs build community coalitions, sponsor workshops, provide training and support to rally around issues. RICCs are charged with recognizing the diversity within each Michigan community and addressing the needs of culturally-diverse people with disabilities.

Another form of RICC grant activity is the RICC-Endorsed Community Mini-Grant. This can be as much as $12,000 and requires endorsement from the local RICC.

AREAS OF EMPHASIS

A RICC’s priorities reflect the Council’s. Among the areas of emphasis are transportation, education, recreation, employment, housing and health.

RICCs welcome your involvement. New RICCs are forming all the time. Contact the Council office for more on these effective advocacy coalitions.


OUR COMMUNITY INCLUDES EVERYONE!